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Abstract 
The massive amount of data/information buried in textual bridge inspection reports open opportunities to leverage big data 
analytics for advanced information-rich bridge deterioration prediction. However, utilizing textual data for bridge deterioration 
prediction is challenging because of its inherently unstructured nature. To this end, this paper proposes an ontology-based 
information extraction (IE) framework that automatically recognizes and extracts key data/information from unstructured textual 
reports, and represents the extracted data/information in a structured way that is ready for data analytics. The proposed IE 
framework is composed of two primary components: (1) ontology-based sequence labelling for term identification, and (2) 
ontology-based dependency grammar for relationship association. This paper focuses on presenting the proposed sequence 
labelling methodology. The methodology utilizes ontology-based begin, inside, and outside (BIO) encoding for phrase-level 
segmentation and Conditional Random Field (CRF) for ontology-based labelling in both token and phrase levels. The 
experimental results showed that the proposed methodology has a precision of 97% and a recall of 91%. 
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1. Introduction 
The aged and deteriorated bridges affect the safety, serviceability, and reliability of the U.S. transportation 
system. For example, the collapse of the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge alone killed 13 people and injured 145 in 
2007 [1]. It has long been recognized that the aged and deteriorated bridges are in need of extensive maintenance, 
repair, and rehabilitation (MR&R) [2]. It is, however, challenging to make MR&R decisions under the existing 
stringent funding constraints. A $20.5 billion annual investment in the construction and maintenance of bridges is 
needed to eliminate the nation’s bridge deficient backlog by 2028, while only $12.8 billion is being invested 
currently [3]. To enhance and optimize decision making, bridge management usually relies largely on the predicted 
performance of bridges. Reliable and information-rich bridge deterioration prediction is essential to enhance bridge 
operation and maintenance decision making. Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art bridge deterioration prediction 
models/techniques are limited in fully supporting enhanced decision making for bridge operation and maintenance. 
Existing research efforts focused on utilizing abstract database data [e.g., National Bridge Inventory (NBI)] along 
with a small set of context-aware data (e.g., bridge age and location) to develop deterministic, probabilistic, and/or 
artificial intelligence (AI) models to predict bridge deterioration in a condition-state-based manner. Despite their 
achievements, their capabilities in supporting enhanced bridge operation and maintenance decision making are 
limited, with no models or systems making use of the massive amount of data/information buried in textual bridge 
inspection reports [4]. These inspection reports include critical data/information about bridge deficiencies and bridge 
maintenance actions, much beyond what can be found in structured data (e.g., NBI data). Such additional 
data/information about bridge deficiencies and bridge maintenance actions – including corrosion, cracking, decay, 
delamination, efflorescence, scaling and spalling, scour, and settlement and their associated maintenance methods 
and material – are expected to enhance bridge prediction results. 
To this end, there is a need for information extraction (IE) methods that can automatically recognize and extract 
data/information from unstructured textual bridge inspection reports, and represent the extracted data/information in 
a structured way that is ready for data analytics. However, automated IE from unstructured textual bridge inspection 
reports is challenging, because (1) the capability of machines is limited in understanding natural language, (2) the 
bridge inspection reports exhibit domain-specific uniqueness that includes complex term identification and 
relationship association and largely varied text patterns, and (3) the technical criticality of the extracted 
data/information requires IE to achieve high performance for both precision and recall. 
To address this need, this paper proposes an IE framework for supporting automated extraction and representation 
of key data/information from unstructured textual bridge inspection reports for facilitating information-rich bridge 
deterioration prediction. The proposed IE framework is composed of two primary components: (1) ontology-based 
sequence labelling for term identification, and (2) ontology-based dependency grammar for relationship association. 
Term identification aims to segment key data/information from background data/information. Relationship 
association aims to analyze how the segmented data/information are related to each other. A bridge domain ontology 
is used, at the cornerstone of the proposed IE framework, to help recognize domain terminology and meanings for 
improving the performance of automated IE [5]. In this paper, the authors focus on introducing the proposed 
ontology-based sequence labelling methodology and the results of testing the methodology in automated term 
identification from the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge 2006 inspection report. 
2. Background 
Information extraction (IE) is defined as the automatic extraction of certain information from natural language 
text [6]. More specifically, IE automatically processes natural language text to extract information of a particular 
class of entities, relationships, or events [7]. Research efforts in the IE domain can be classified into two common 
approaches: a rule-based approach and a machine learning (ML)-based approach [8]. The rule-based IE approach 
involves the development of pattern-matching-based extraction rules for extracting information of interest, where the 
text patterns consist of syntactic and/or semantic features. For example, Zhang and El-Gohary [9] manually 
developed pattern-matching-based rules for extracting regulatory requirements from the International Building Code; 
Fader et al. [10] manually developed syntactic and lexical constraint pattern-matching-based rules to improve open 
IE performance; Wu and Weld [11] automatically developed pattern-matching-based rules based on Wikipedia 
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Infobox values and corresponding text to generate a relation-independent extractor for extracting information from 
Wikipedia articles. The ML-based IE approach uses a ML algorithm to learn – from training data based on the 
syntactic and/or semantic features of the text – the text patterns and how to classify the text into entities for 
extraction. For example, Isozaki and Kazawa [12] applied support vector machines (SVM) to learn named entity 
recognition (NER) models from part-of-speech (POS), character type, and word features; Bike et al. [13] used a 
hidden Markov model (HMM) to learn NER models from character type and word features; Brothwick et al. [14] 
utilized maximum entropy theory to learn NER models from character type, word, and gazetteer list features; Sutton 
and McCallum [15] developed a Condition Random Filed (CRF) model for segmenting and labelling sequence data. 
 Ontology-based IE (OBIE) is an emerging subfield of IE that uses an ontology to assist in extracting information 
with meaning [8]. An ontology that formally and explicitly formalizes the concepts and relationships of a domain of 
interest can facilitate the IE process based on meaning [6]. OBIE – in comparison to general IE that relies 
only/mostly on syntactic text features (e.g., lexical features and POS features) – utilizes semantic features (i.e., 
concepts and relations recognized with the help of an ontology) in addition to syntactic features. There has been an 
increasing awareness of the benefits of ontology and OBIE within the construction and civil infrastructure domain. 
For example, Zhou and El-Gohary [8] integrated both syntactic and semantic features to develop pattern-matching-
based rules for extracting information from environmental regulations, and Zhang and El-Gohary [9] incorporated 
semantic features defined by ontologies in a rule-based IE framework for extracting semantic information for 
supporting automated compliance checking. 
3. Proposed machine-learning-based information extraction approach 
In this paper, the authors propose an ontology-based sequence labelling methodology using CRF. Although a 
rule-based IE approach is usually preferred because of its high performance, a ML-based approach could help 
reduce the manual efforts required for developing the extraction rules. The use of a rule-based approach for 
extracting information from bridge inspection reports, especially, could be associated with two challenges. First, the 
highly varied text patterns in bridge inspection reports make the manual development of text patterns rather 
challenging, and the use of incomprehensive patterns may negatively affect the performance of IE. Second, unlike 
other efforts that aimed to automate the text pattern development process (e.g., [11]), there are no references (e.g., 
Infobox values from Wikipedia used in [11]) that can be used for automatically developing text patterns in this case. 
From the above-mentioned ML algorithms, CRF is selected, in this work, for three main reasons. First, the HMM 
model is a generative model that involves the modeling of P(x) (i.e., the distribution of interdependent features) 
[15]. Second, the HMM model and maximum entropy model are inclined to the label bias problem [16]. Third, SVM 
is computationally expensive for learning multiple classifiers for each word in the sequence and for each label. The 
proposed sequence labelling using CRF is also ontology-based because ontology has been proved to be able to 
facilitate the domain-specific IE performance [8,9]. Therefore, this paper contributes to the body of knowledge by 
integrating semantic features in the CRF framework for an improved performance of sequence labelling for term 
identification from bridge inspection reports. 
4. Proposed ontology-based sequence labelling methodology 
 
 
Fig. 1. Proposed ontology-based sequence labelling methodology 
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This paper proposes an ontology-based sequence labelling methodology for term identification from bridge 
inspection reports. The methodology is comprised of four primary steps, as shown in Fig. 1: text preprocessing, 
feature extraction, ontology-based sequence labelling training, and evaluation. 
4.1. Text preprocessing 
Text preprocessing intends to process the raw text into a format that is ready for further analysis. The text 
preprocessing in the proposed methodology follows the standard procedure [17], which includes tokenization, 
sentence splitting, and morphological analysis. Tokenization breaks a continuous raw text sequence into words, 
digits, punctuations, and whitespaces. Sentence splitting segments the tokenized text into grammar-meaningful 
sentences by detecting the sentence boundaries (i.e., sentence-ending characters, such as periods, question marks, 
etc.). Morphological analysis is applied to identify the lemma, derivational form, and inflectional form of a given 
token. 
 
 
Fig.2 Complex and simple feature templates 
4.2. Feature extraction 
The preprocessed text is analyzed for feature extraction. In this paper, the authors propose two feature 
templates—simple feature template and complex feature template. The simple feature template is constructed with 
features (i.e., both syntactic and semantic features) that are only associated with the current token. For example, in 
the simple feature template, the POS feature is a 1x1 entry that only represents the lexical category of the current 
token. Compared to the simple feature template, the complex feature template is constructed with boosted syntactic 
features that are associated with the tokens in a window of the current token. For example, in the complex feature 
template, the POS feature is a 1x18 entry that describes the POS features of the current token by: the POS features 
of the adjacent tokens, the POS feature of the current token, the POS feature combinations of the adjacent bigrams, 
and the POS feature combinations of the adjacent trigrams.  Both feature templates are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The syntactic features were extracted based on token, POS tagging, token case, token lemma, token affix, and 
token suffix. The token features include original token, token’s lowercase form, and token length. The POS tagging 
is the process of marking up a token into a syntactic word class (also known as lexical category) based on its context 
in a sentence. In this paper, the POS tagging follows the second order Markov models for part-of-speech tagging 
[18], and uses the tag set defined by Penn Treebank (e.g., determiner, adjective, noun, etc.). The token case features 
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are binary features testing if the token is capitalized, has mix capitalizations, etc. The token’s lemma, affix, and 
suffix are analyzed using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) stemmer. 
The semantic features were extracted based on the BridgeOnto [19]—a bridge deterioration knowledge ontology. 
The BridgeOnto models concepts such as bridge element, deficiency, deficiency cause, maintenance action, and 
their related attributes. The semantic features were extracted according to the concepts defined in the BridgeOnto. 
4.3. Ontology-based sequence labelling training 
The ontology-based sequence labeling model was trained to label the bridge inspection reports under the ontology-
based begin, inside, and outside (BIO) encoding schema. The BIO encoding schema annotates the belonging of a 
token to an entity (e.g., a bridge element entity, such as “concrete wearing surface”) of interest by 
indicating/labelling whether the token is at the beginning, inside, or outside of that entity. The BIO encoding schema 
in this research is ontology-based, because the BIO encoding was integrated with the highest level abstraction of the 
BridgeOnto to form the label set (e.g., Element_B, Element_I, Deficiency_B, Deficiency_I, O, etc.). For a given 
input sentence from bridge inspection reports, the trained model is expected to recognize information about a bridge 
element, deficiency, deficiency cause, maintenance action, and their related attributes. For example, as shown in Fig. 
3, the trained model processes the input sentence and labels the pertinent information according to the defined label 
set. The BIO encoding facilitates the segmentation of phrases. For example, according to the ontology-based BIO 
encoding, phrases in the labeled sentence in Fig. 3 can be segmented: “wearing surface” as the element entity and 
“transverse cracking” as the deficiency entity. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Example of extracted information from bridge inspection reports 
 
The model was trained under the CRF model. CRF models the conditional probability of P(y|x), where y is a 
structured output of labels and x is a set of observed input variables each of which contains extracted features. 
Because of this conditional probability, the CRF does not need to explicitly model the distribution of interdependent 
input features [15]. Therefore, the training process is to estimate the parameters for Eq. 1 [15]: 
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4.4. Ontology-based sequence labelling evaluation 
Model evaluation involves the development of a gold standard and the selection of evaluation measures. A gold 
standard was manually developed to evaluate the performance of the sequence labelling results. The performance 
was measured in terms of precision, recall, and F-1 measure, as per Eqs. 2-4, where TP is true positive, FP is false 
positive, and FN is false negative. Precision is the percentage of the total number of correctly labelled instances out 
of the total number of labelled instances. Recall is the percentage of the total number of correctly labelled instances 
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out of the total number of instances that should be labelled. The F-1 measure is a weighted harmonic mean of recall 
and precision. 
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5. Preliminary experimental results and discussion 
The proposed ontology-based sequence labelling methodology was tested in labelling the I-35W Mississippi 
River Bridge 2006 inspection report under different feature representation schemes. The inspection report was 
randomly split into training and testing data sets based on a ratio of 1:1. The training data set was first preprocessed 
and analyzed for feature extraction. The training data set was then used to train the CRF models with different 
feature representation schemes, including simple features, with or without semantic features, and complex features, 
with or without semantic features. The testing data set was manually labelled to create the gold standard for 
evaluating the performance of the proposed methodology. The experimental results, in terms of average precision, 
recall, and F-1 measure, are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Preliminary experimental results. 
Measure Complex features without 
semantic features 
Complex features with 
semantic features 
Simple features without 
semantic features 
Simple features with 
semantic features 
Precision 97.3% 97.5% 97.2% 97.1% 
Recall 70.8% 75.1% 89.9% 91.2% 
F-1 81.9% 84.8% 93.4% 94.1% 
 
As shown in Table 1, the models trained with semantic features outperformed those trained without semantic 
features, in terms of recall. For complex features, integrating semantic features increased the recall performance by 
4.3%; while, for simple features, semantic features increased the recall performance by 1.3%. Although precision 
did not improve significantly, it still showed little improvement (0.1-0.2%). These initial experimental results show 
that the integration of semantic features in sequence labelling for term identification from bridge inspection reports 
can improve the labelling performance. 
On the other hand, the results also show that the complexity of features (i.e., boosting the feature space with 
multiple feature combinations) for sequence labelling of bridge inspection reports does not necessarily generate the 
best results. For example, simple features (with semantic features) showed 16.1% higher recall than complex 
features. This might be because the boosted features are too rare (e.g., a specific trigram of tokens might only occur 
once) to provide meaningful labelling criteria and thus add noises to the feature space. 
6. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, the authors proposed an ontology-based sequence labeling methodology for supporting the 
extraction of information from unstructured textual bridge inspection reports for further supporting bridge data 
analytics. The proposed methodology integrates both syntactic and semantic features in the Conditional Random 
Field (CRF) model. The methodology was tested in labelling the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge 2006 inspection 
report for term identification. The methodology achieved a precision of 97%, recall of 91%, and F-1 measure of 
94%. 
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The proposed ontology-based sequence labelling methodology was tested under different feature representation 
schemes: simple features, with or without semantic features, and complex features, with or without semantic 
features. The experimental results showed that the integration of semantic features in CRF can improve the sequence 
labelling performance. The results also indicated that utilizing simple features with semantic features can enhance 
the sequence labelling performance, especially for the labelling of bridge inspection reports which have a low 
reoccurrence rate of boosted features (e.g., trigram of tokens). 
In future work, the authors will develop a more robust feature representation for supporting the sequence 
labelling of bridge inspection reports based on these preliminary experimental results. In addition, an effective 
dimensionality reduction algorithm for the semantic features (i.e., 1x573 binary features for each token) will also be 
developed and tested to further improve the ontology-based sequence labelling performance. Meanwhile, the authors 
will implement the proposed ontology-based dependency grammar for relationship association to complete the 
proposed IE framework for supporting the extraction and representation of unstructured textual bridge inspection 
reports for advancing information-rich bridge deterioration prediction. 
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